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CAST
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Hiro ............................................... RYAN POTTER
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EFFECTS
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Dexter CHENG ........................................................ KAY CLOUD
MARCO COOPER ................................................ ALLEN M. CORCORRAN
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STEREO

Production Supervisor .............................................. MARISA X. CASTRO
Stereo Artists

MICHAEL R.W. ANDERSON .................................. THOMAS BAKER
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ROB ENGLE ....................................................... KATIE A. FICO
HEIDI FRIESE .................................................. ALYSSA BRULE GORENSTEIN
TROY GRIFFIN .................................................. ELISSA CORDERO HANSEN
MARK HENLEY .................................................. DARREN SIMPSON

PRODUCTION

Production Supervisor, Sweatbox ......................... CHARLYN GO-GIAMPA
Production Supervisor, Publicity ................... ANDY SINUR
                                 ........................................ LAUREN NICOLE BROWN
Assistant to Producer ................................. LINDSAY HENRY
Assistant to Directors ................................ HALIMA HUDSON
Production Tracking Specialist .......................... PAUL FIEBIGER
Production Finance Analyst ............................... CHRISTINA W. CHEN

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION SUPPORT

JEFF CHASIN .................................................. JOHN A. DANKO, III
STEPHANIE HACHEM ........................................ KEIKO OKISADA
ERNEST J. PETTI ................................................ JENNIFER CHRISTINE VERA

MUSIC

Original Score Produced by ............................... HENRY JACKMAN
Score Recorded and Mixed by .......................... ALAN MEYERSON
Score Conducted by ........................................ NICK GLENNIE-SMITH
Music Editor, Production ................................. EARL GHAFFARI
Music Editor, Score .......................................... DANIEL PINDER
Music Production Director ............................... ANDREW PAGE
Music Business Affairs ................................. DONNA COLE-BRUEL
Music Production Coordinator ..................... ASHLEY CHAFIN
Executive Music Assistant ........................... JILL HEFFLEY
Music Production Assistant ........................... JIMMY TSAI
Music Preparation by .................................. BOOKER WHITE - WALT DISNEY MUSIC
Score Contracted by: PETER ROTTER
Score Choir Contracted and Conducted by: JASPER RANDALL
Digital Score Recordist: KEVIN GLOBERMAN
Additional Music: DOMINIC LEWIS
Mix Assistant: JOHN CHAPMAN
Score Technicians: VICTOR CHAGA
Score Production Services: TAMMY SAUNT
Additional Temp Music Editor: DOMINICK CERTO
Assistant Music Editor: DANIEL WALDMAN
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TAMARA BEVARD KAREN HOGLE BROWN
HAYDEN EBERHART CARRAH FLAHAIVE
AMY FOGERSON HARRIET FRASER
AYANA HAVIV JENNIFER HAYDN-JONES
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LESLEY LEIGHTON SARAH LYNCH
ADRIANA MANFREDI CINDY MARTY
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HOLLY SEDILLOS NIKE ST. CLAIR
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KRISTEN TOEDTMAN SUZANNE WATERS
ELYSE WILLIS

“IMMORTALS”
Performed by Fall Out Boy
Written by Andy Hurley, Joe Trohman, Patrick Stump
and Pete Wentz
Produced by Butch Walker
Engineered by Todd Stopera and Patrick Stump
Additional Production & Engineering and Mixed by Jake Sinclair
Fall Out Boy appears courtesy of Island Records,
A Division of UMG Recordings, Inc.

“BOCA DULCE BOCA”
Written by F. Estefano Salgado, Flavio Enrique Santander
Performed by Jose Luis Rodriguez
Courtesy of Sony Music (US) Latin, LLC.
By Arrangement with Sony Music Licensing

“EYE OF THE TIGER”
Written by James Michael Peterik, Frank Sullivan
Performed by Survivor
Courtesy of Volcano Entertainment III, LLC.
By Arrangement with Sony Music Licensing

Score Choir
KAREN HOGLE BROWN
CARRAH FLAHAIVE
HARRIET FRASER
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Re-Recording Mixers: DAVID E. FLUHR, CAS
Re-Recording Mix Technician: STEVE SCHATZ
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General Manager: JOSH LOWDEN
Director of Engineering: STEVE MORRIS
ADR Group Voice Casting: TERRI DOUGLAS
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End Title Design: SCARLET LETTERS
Film Color Timer: DAN MUSCARELLA
Film Lab: FOTOKEM
Transfer Room/Theater Operators: LUTZNER RODRIGUEZ

TECHNOLOGY

Technology Directors: DAN CANDELA
Sr. Research Scientist: JONATHAN E. GEIBEL
Technology Coordinator: DAWN HALLORAN
Sr. Graphic Designer: JAMES LAVRAKAS

ANIMATION TECHNOLOGY

Technology Manager: EVAN GOLDBERG
Principal Software Engineer: MARK A. MCLAUGHLIN

LOOK/EFFECTS/DYNAMICS

Technology Manager: RAJESH SHARMA

DAVID AGUILAR
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JOSEPH W. LONGSON
MARYANN SIMMONS
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YING LIU
ALEKSA MCADAMS
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INTERACTION DESIGN

JANET E. BERLIN  JOEL EDEN  NARA YUN
MATTHEW E. LEVINE

RENDERING/Pipeline/ENGINEERING SERVICES

Senior Technology Manager .............. DARREN ROBINSON
Principal Software Engineer ............. TODD SCOPIO

WILLIAM T. CARPENTER  ALAN DAVIDSON
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DISNEY’S HYPERION RENDERER
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............................................ SEAN D. JENKINS
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Developers

DAVID M. ADLER  MATT JEN-YUAN CHIANG
CHRISTIAN EISENACHER  RALF HABEL
PETER KUTZ  GREG NICHOLS
JAN NOVÁK  ANDREW SELLE
BEN SPENCER  DANIEL TEECE

Additional Development

BENEDIKT BITTERLI  STELLA HSIN-HUEI CHENG
GABOR LIKTOR  ULRICH V. MUELLER
OSIRIS PÉREZ  MAGADALENA PRUS
SERGE SRETSCHINSKY

SOFTWARE INFRASTRUCTURE

Senior Technology Manager .............. KEVIN GAMBREL

Business Integration Project Manager .... KRISTA HALEY

MARTY ALCIN  NEIL P. BARBER
DALE BECK  JORDI CARRILLO BOSCH
MARK R. CARLSON  KYLE D. HAYES
PAUL HILDEBRANDT  JEAN HIMEBAUGH
HIDE A. HIRASE  MICHAEL D. KLIEWER
STEFAN LUKA  CHRISTOPHER D. MIHALY
G. KEVIN MORGAN  JOHN ROBERT PERRY
WENDY M. TAM  ROY TURNER
JOANNA ZETA

SYSTEMS

Technology Managers ...................... JAMES COLBY BETTE
............................................ RONALD L. JOHNSON
............................................ MATTHEW SCHNITTKER

Technology Assistant Manager ............ DAYNA B. MELTZER

Principal Systems Engineers

SCOTT BURRIS  PATRICK DANFORD
MARC JORDAN  DOUG WHITE
CURTIS ZINZILIETA

CORE SERVER INFRASTRUCTURE

RICHARD BOMBERGER  STEVEN C. CARPENTER
THOMAS GREER  KIMBERLY M. RIOS
PAUL TAKAHASHI  MATT WATSON

CORE SERVICES ENGINEERING

TOM CORRIGAN  NAVNEIL KUMAR

DATA MANAGEMENT

MICHAEL A. MCCLURE

DATABASE ENGINEERING

STUART MCDouGAL  ZACHARY STOKES

LINUX ENGINEERING

JAY HILLIARD  DANNY JEWELL
STEVEN SEED

MAC ENGINEERING

GREG NEAGLE

MEDIA ENGINEERING

JASON L. BERGMAN  JEFFREY R. CORNISH
GLENN DAKAKE  NORBERT FAERSTAIN
KAMALDEEP TUMKUR SRINATH  JAMES A. WARGOWSKI

NETWORK ENGINEERING

JAMES MACBURNEY

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

KEVIN C. CONSTANTINE  ROSIE WACHA
GRAHAM B. WHITTED IV

SYSTEMS MOBILE DEVELOPMENT

DIANA STONE  TRUONG VO

SYSTEMS OPERATIONS

VINCENT D’AMORE  CARLOS “CHARLIE” ESTIANDAN
ERIC N. GARCIA  MATTHEW GOODMAN
ALAN A. PATEL
MIRMAN SCHOOL FOR GIFTED CHILDREN
John West, Teacher and Administrator
Robert Woolley, Teacher and Administrator

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
THE SCIENCE & ENTERTAINMENT EXCHANGE

SCOTT LOBDELL
GUS VAZQUEZ
CHRIS CLAREMONT
DAVID NAKAYAMA

KRIKOR DERAMERIAN, M.D.
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From Walt Disney Animation Studios, the team behind “Frozen” and “Wreck-It Ralph,” comes “Big Hero 6,” an original action-comedy-adventure about a robotics prodigy and a plus-sized inflatable robot, who develop a special bond on a quest to solve an unsettling mystery.

“Hiro Hamada’s older brother Tadashi has created a cutting-edge robot, Baymax, who’s designed to take care of people,” says director Don Hall (“Winnie the Pooh”). “Baymax’s one programmed desire is ‘How can I help?’ He’s filled with compassion. And Hiro is a teenager who has lost his way—their personalities play off each other in a way that is both funny and heartwarming.”

When a devastating event befalls the city of San Fransokyo and catapults Hiro into the midst of danger, he turns to Baymax and his brilliant fellow nerds: adrenaline junkie GoGo Tomago, neatnik Wasabi, chemistry whiz Honey Lemon and fanboy Fred. Determined to uncover the mystery, Hiro transforms his friends into a band of high-tech heroes called “Big Hero 6.”

“There’s a mysterious masked villain who is up to no good,” says director Chris Williams (“Bolt”). “Hiro takes it upon himself to find out who this guy is and what he’s plotting to do. Hiro intends to stop him—no matter what.

“It’s really a hero’s journey,” Williams continues. “The friendship Hiro forms with Baymax opens his eyes to what it really means to be a hero.”

Producer Roy Conli (“Tangled”) says that family—the kind that you’re born with and the kind you find—is at the core of the movie. “It’s a powerful theme that audiences relate to,” says Conli. “The nuances of the relationships in deeply emotional films like ‘Bambi’ or ‘The Lion King’ are so interesting. There’s something about these stories that can really touch people.”
According to Hall, much of the credit for taking the stories to such a provocative place goes to the voice talent who helped bring the characters to life. “This cast really helped shape the characters,” he says. “We tell everyone to ‘Make it your own,’ because that’s when you see cool things happening. The characters start to feel grounded and real to all of us.”

“Big Hero 6” features the voices of an extraordinary ensemble cast, including Scott Adsit (“30 Rock,” “St. Vincent”) as Baymax, Ryan Potter (“Supah Ninjas,” “Senior Project”) as Hiro Hamada; Daniel Henney (“X-Men Origins: Wolverine”) as Tadashi; T.J. Miller (HBO’s “Silicon Valley,” “Transformers: Age of Extinction,” “How to Train Your Dragon 2”) as Fred; Jamie Chung (“Sin City: A Dame to Kill For,” “Once Upon A Time,” “The Hangover Part II & Part III”) as GoGo Tomago; Damon Wayans Jr. (“Let’s Be Cops,” “Happy Endings”) as Wasabi; and Genesis Rodriguez (“Tusk,” “Identity Thief”) as Honey Lemon. The film also features the voices of veteran actors James Cromwell (“Murder in the First,” “L.A. Confidential”) as Professor Robert Callaghan, Alan Tudyk (“Tell,” “Welcome to Me,” “42”) as Alistair Krei and Maya Rudolph (TV’s “Saturday Night Live,” “The Maya Rudolph Show,” “Bridesmaids”) as Aunt Cass.

“It’s hard to imagine anyone else playing these parts,” says Williams. “They’ve become invested in these characters, which really helps take the performances to the next level.”

The film is set in the not-too-distant future in the city of San Fransokyo, a fictional mash-up of two iconic cities—San Francisco and Tokyo—that is so extensive and so detailed, an entirely new rendering tool called Hyperion was created by Walt Disney Animation Studios’ technology team. The end result is a rich new look that is unlike anything audiences have seen on the big screen before.

The film is executive produced by John Lasseter. Screenwriters are Robert L. Baird & Daniel Gerson (“Monsters, Inc.,” “Monsters University”) and Jordan Roberts (“March of the Penguins,” “Around the Bend”). Composer Henry Jackman (“Captain America: The Winter Soldier,” “Wreck-It Ralph”) provides the film’s score, and Fall Out Boy wrote and performed an original song called “Immortals.”

Featuring breathtaking action with all the heart and humor audiences expect from Walt Disney Animation Studios, “Big Hero 6” hits theaters in 3D on Nov. 7, 2014. It is rated PG.

A BOY AND HIS ROBOT

Original Story Fueled by Research, Robotics and One Special Relationship

“Big Hero 6” filmmakers set out to create a movie that balances action, humor and emotion, but according to producer Roy Conli—it’s not necessarily an even split. “When all is said and done, heart and humor are so important to us—we want to make sure that the action always has meaning—an emotional context to live in. Emotion and humor tend to come along with the action in ‘Big Hero 6.’”

Inspired by the Marvel comics of the same name, “Big Hero 6” features comic-book-style action, but at its core is the budding bond between Hiro and Baymax.
“Hiro is a 14-year-old precocious genius,” says screenwriter Robert L. Baird. “He graduated high school at 13, but he’s not exactly using his gifts for the good of the world. He’s spending is days and nights participating in back-alley robot fights.”

According to fellow screenwriter Daniel Gerson, Hiro’s brother Tadashi manages to trick his little brother into making a change for the better. “Tadashi is a smart confident guy,” says Gerson. “He takes Hiro to San Fransokyo Tech, and Hiro’s blown away by what’s going on there. He meets the professor who invented the magnetic bearing servos that Hiro actually used in his battle bots. By the time Hiro leaves, he’s sold on the school. He’s sold on college.”

“Hiro has to present something to get into the school,” says director Don Hall. “So he invents these telepathically-controlled miniature robots called microbots that can form shapes and tools—they can do anything you imagine.”

But, of course, things don’t go as planned. “Tadashi tragically passes away in an accident, while attempting to save his professor,” says Hall. “Hiro is devastated. He misses his brother greatly and he’s on a downward spiral. That’s when Baymax—this compassionate caring nurse robot that Tadashi designed—comes to life and begins to pull Hiro out of his grief.”

“The movie is really about the two of them coming together,” says director Chris Williams. “We decided early on that the central relationship would be between Hiro and Baymax as Hiro struggled to deal with the loss of his brother. While we want the story to be really fun and funny, at the same time, there’s this emotional depth and resonance that is pretty far beyond what people might expect.”

THE ORIGIN STORY
The story represents what happens when two beloved entities come together—a boy and a robot, for example—and this mash-up mentality is threaded throughout “Big Hero 6.” While the genesis of “Big Hero 6” lies in the Marvel vaults, filmmakers say the comic-book series was small and not widely known. “When I was a kid, I loved Marvel comics,” says Hall. “While working on ‘Winnie the Pooh,’ I asked John Lasseter if I could explore the Marvel world for inspiration for my next film. I was encouraged to explore the Marvel vaults and one of the projects I found was called ‘Big Hero 6.’ I’d never heard of it, but I liked the title and its Japanese influences.”

According to Hall, he was encouraged to take the idea and run with it. “From the beginning we were told to make it our own,” he says. So Marvel’s comic-book style was infused with Disney’s classic filmmaking. “It’s a Disney movie with Marvel DNA,” says Conli. “The Marvel team was very supportive. They’ve never suggested anything other than to make a great movie. We’re all fans of Marvel with great admiration for their style of action and adventure, so we wanted to make sure that was deeply ingrained in our storytelling, along with the desire to make a film with the heart and humor audiences expect from Disney animation.”

THE RESEARCH
Part of the process involved researching the robotics world to find Baymax. Hall spent some time with researchers
at Carnegie Mellon University. “We had great conversations about robots in pop culture,” says Hall. “And I learned that they were actually researching soft robotics, including this vinyl arm that was inflatable and non-threatening. It could do simple things like brush somebody’s teeth, but the possibilities were endless.”

Hall and several members of the production team visited a number of East Coast universities, including Harvard and MIT. The environments inspired the San Fransokyo Tech labs and the researchers there helped inform how technology would be positioned in the film. “Robots aren’t always depicted in the best light,” says Hall. “But once we saw that vinyl arm, Baymax’s whole personality emerged.”

According to head of story Joe Mateo, Hiro’s personality was also informed by research. “We met young people and asked them about their interests—what they did for fun.”

Hiro’s love of technology was inspired in part by Japanese researchers, says Hall. “They were all influenced by Japanese pop culture and the robots they saw in animation. Their robots are different from Western robots. In Japan, robots are the key to a hopeful future. It’s about making the world a better place.”

Hiro’s show-stopping microbots invention was also developed through research. “We did some research at UCLA on their work with nanobots—like molecular-level robots,” says Hall. “Then we went to Carnegie Mellon University and MIT and met some people doing research on tiny robots. Our microbots evolved and while there’s nothing out there doing the things Hiro presents in the movie—the technology is out there. It’s in the works somewhere, I’m sure—or something like it. We’re trying to be cutting-edge—but the possibilities are catching up.”

For the film’s finale, filmmakers consulted local expert Sean Carroll, a theoretical physicist at Caltech. “I do research on gravity and cosmology, the whole universe, and particle physics and quantum mechanics,” he says. “I think it’s very smart of the filmmakers to try to make the amazing stuff that happens in the film actually relate to real-world research. It lends a little bit of verifiability to the movie, and scientists are creative people who might have some cool ideas, too.”

The team also did serious research into grief, particularly how loss impacts someone Hiro’s age. Several members of the story team spent three hours with clinical psychologist Michelle Bilotta Smith. “I work with people who have experienced severe trauma and grief.”

Smith helped the story team identify exactly how Hiro would handle the loss of his older brother—how adolescents process loss differently than adults. “They wanted to know what a depressed kid would look like,” she says. “What would his room look like? What would he be doing?”

“We pick up right after Hiro’s loss, and that’s a really hard place to find your main character,” says Williams, who worked on the scene in which Hiro discovers Baymax. “I love characters like Baymax who are newborns—seeing the world in a fresh new way. Then we can all see the world again through their eyes. A character like Baymax is so naïve, so pure, so simple and good. And I loved the comedic potential of having that very quality be exasperating for Hiro.”
Given that the film is called “Big Hero 6,” filmmakers knew that they’d need to build a strong roster of characters. Perhaps one of the qualities Marvel and Walt Disney Animation Studios share is in how characters are built. Says head of story Paul Briggs, “Stan Lee’s characters have problems, shortcomings and foibles. They’re not perfect and we love them anyway. They feel real. The characters in ‘Big Hero 6’ don’t have magical superpowers. Technology and their brains are their powers.”

“[Marvel’s] original source material gave us six very interesting and brilliant kids that we could explore,” says producer Roy Conli. “And because we decided to take it into a heightened world, we were able to reimagine the characters for the film.”

In fact, the movie boasts 17 main characters, including the key six, plus their super alter egos, and averaged more main characters on screen at one time than in any previous WDAS film. The supporting characters—and even the people who populate the diverse city of San Fransokyo—are more detailed and varied than ever before, thanks to advanced artistry and technology. Nearly 700 unique characters populate the film; considering the 2012 Oscar®-nominated film “Wreck-It Ralph” broke records at that time with 185 characters, “Big Hero 6” is shattering the possibilities of the past.

Filmmakers summoned a wide range of performers to help bring the characters to life on the big screen.

“The only limit is your imagination.”
— Hiro Hamada

Robotics prodigy HIRO HAMADA has the mind of a genius—and the heart of a 14-year-old: his state-of-the-art battlebots dominate the underground bot fights held in the dark corners of San Fransokyo. “He’s a troublemaker,” says Ryan Potter, who lends his voice to Hiro, “but he’s a really good kid at heart.”

Fortunately, big brother Tadashi redirects Hiro’s brilliance, inspiring him to put his brain to the test in a quest to gain admission to the San Fransokyo Institute of Technology.

“We really wanted them to be brothers first,” says producer Roy Conli of Hiro and Tadashi. “Tadashi is a smart mentor. He very subtly introduces Hiro to his friends and what they do at San Fransokyo Tech. Once Hiro sees Wasabi, Honey, GoGo and even Fred in action, he realizes that there’s a much bigger world out there that really interests him.”

When a tragic event changes everything, Hiro turns to a robot named Baymax, and they form an unbreakable bond—and two-sixths of a band of high-tech heroes on a very important mission.

“Hiro is transitioning from boy to man,” says director Don Hall. “It’s a tough time for a kid and some teenagers develop that inevitable snarkiness and jaded attitude. Luckily Ryan [Potter] is a very likeable kid. So no matter what he did, he was able to take edge off the character in a way that made him authentic, but appealing.”
“I grew up watching Disney films, and I grew up reading Marvel comics,” says Potter. “So when I heard that a Disney movie that was inspired by a Marvel comic actually featured an Asian American kid, I absolutely had to be a part of this film.”

Lead character designer Shiyoon Kim spearheaded early exploratory drawings of Hiro. It’s no accident that the character sports gloriously messy hair. “Hiro’s hairstyle was inspired by a lot of things,” says Kim. “But mostly Japanese teenagers—it’s a popular hairstyle in Japan.”

According to animation supervisor Nathan Engelhardt, who oversaw much of Hiro’s animation, Hiro’s hair was a mess in more than one way. “We had all sorts of rules for that mop on his head,” he says. “We knew which strand needed to go where and what to do in certain angles so that his eyebrows and expressions could be seen under his hair.”

Hiro’s attire also reflects a subtly messy teenage look with Japanese influence, particularly the long cargo shorts. And per Hall’s request, artists gave the teenager an unkempt look with a strategic design. Visual development artist Lorelay Bove gave Hiro a red shirt with a robot graphic to connect him to Baymax. “But,” says Bove, “his hoodie’s not perfect on his shoulders. Don wanted a little asymmetry in Hiro’s look.”

Hiro’s personality changes over the course of the movie, so animators needed to showcase that change. “It’s a bit of a coming-of-age story for Hiro,” says Engelhardt. “He grows from this cocky, selfish kid who knows more than everyone in the room to a confident, selfless leader.”

Engelhardt says the team explored ways to show Hiro’s cocky side—half-lidded eyes, dismissive gestures and a swagger—and his more mature evolution with softer, more genuine expressions.

---

“On a scale of one to ten, how would you rate your pain?”

— Baymax

BAYMAX cares. That’s what he was designed to do. The plus-sized inflatable robot’s job title is technically Personal Healthcare Companion: With a simple scan, Baymax can detect vital stats, and, given a patient’s level of pain, can treat nearly any ailment. Conceived and built by Tadashi Hamada, Baymax just might revolutionize the healthcare industry.

While Hall’s visit to Carnegie Mellon University triggered the idea of an inflatable, vinyl robot, it was Japanese infomercials that helped shape the design. “If they’re selling a rice cooker, for example,” says Kim, “it always seems to emphasize the cute aesthetic, yet hide the technology. We wanted the same feeling for Baymax, because it made him less threatening in appearance.”

Baymax’s vinyl design did present a challenge: lighting him. “We did a lot of research early on in the lighting studio,” says Adolph Lusinsky, director of cinematography-lighting. “We did tests with vinyl beach balls, then we set up the same test in Hyperion. The way the light bounced around the vinyl looked exactly like the reference we shot.”

According to Zach Parrish, head of animation, his team looked at a host of references when it came time to
make Baymax move. “We looked at real robots, movie robots, plus cute cuddly things like babies, babies with full diapers and koala bears,” he says. “We eventually landed on baby penguins because they have similar body proportions—long torsos and short legs—and they don’t use their arms-wings when they walk. Robots wouldn’t move anything that doesn’t have to move. Penguins also have this curious way of moving their heads—they telescope their necks, which gives a lot of personality.”

Baymax is not equipped with a mouth, so animators had to get creative with the huggable robot. “It’s called ‘un-imating,’” says Mark Henn, lead 2D animator. “It’s a term coined because animators tend to put too much in. Less is best for Baymax. It really did become an exercise in capturing a very quick and easily-read pose. And if he had dialogue, it was all about timing—how much to move his head or when he should blink.”

“We might posture him up a little to show pride,” says Parrish. “A head tilt or double eye-blink can mean he’s confused. What’s cool about going that minimal is that it allows the audience to project onto him what they’re feeling, which makes them active participants.”

The look of Baymax informs his character. “Baymax views the world from one perspective—he just wants to help people,” says Hall. “He sees Hiro as his patient. At first, Baymax thinks Hiro is going through puberty, and he wants to help him with that. But then he realizes that Hiro’s dealing with the loss of his brother and his mission is to heal his broken heart.”

Not only did Hall like the idea of a soft non-threatening robot, he liked what it could become. “A big part of this movie is that Hiro turns this compassionate nurse robot into a meched-out warrior with some dangerous consequences at stake.”

Scott Adsit was called on to provide the voice of Baymax. “The fact that the character is a robot limits how you can emote,” says Conli. “But Scott was hilarious. He took those boundaries and was able to shape the language in a way that makes you feel Baymax’s emotion and sense of humor. Scott was able to relay just how much Baymax cares.”

“Everything Baymax says is essentially programmed because he’s a robot,” says Adsit. “But over time, as he builds a relationship with Hiro, he adapts and deep inside his inflatable self is a soul, I think. He starts out almost like a child—with a waddle and an innocent look—and grows, embodying different aspects of the relationships in our lives: he’s a son, a brother, and eventually a father. So Baymax is family.”
Fanboy FRED comes off like a laid-back dude with no direction. “Fred doesn’t actually attend San Fransokyo Tech,” says screenwriter Daniel Gerson. “During the day, he’s the mascot. But by night, he’s also the mascot.”

This sign-twirling, monster-loving, comic-book aficionado is sure to go places—when he’s good and ready. For example, Fred doesn’t hesitate to join “Big Hero 6,” and he has a lot of ideas for his super-hero skillset, too. His ferocious, fire-breathing alter ego comes complete with claws, integrated communications and a super bounce. But his sign-spinning experience as a mascot may still come in handy.

T.J. Miller helps bring Fred to life. “He’s a real student of comedy,” says director Chris Williams of Miller. “There are a lot of layers to his performance, so Fred ended up becoming a richer character than anyone expected.”

“I was encouraged to bring my own comedy to it,” says Miller. “It was really fun to be able to improvise—it’s exciting to work with people that are that collaborative. One of the great things about voiceover is that you can give them ten options for every single line they give you.”

“Stop whining. Woman up.”

— GoGo Tomago

Aptly named GOGO TOMAGO knows what it takes to be fast. She’s tough, athletic and loyal to the bone, but not much of a conversationalist. Popping bubble gum and delivering well-placed sarcasm are totally her speed. “GoGo is a total badass,” says Jamie Chung of her character. “Even before the hero transformation, she’s tough. She’s strong. She can totally hold her own.”

“She’s no nonsense,” says head of story Paul Briggs. “That’s so refreshing and fun to play. I’ve really enjoyed how tough she is.”

“She’s probably the character who’s most suited to become a super hero,” adds Gerson. “She takes to it like nobody’s business.”

The daredevil adrenaline junkie is at her best on wheels, and when GoGo joins forces with “Big Hero 6,” she rolls like never before, using maglev discs as wheels, shields and throwing weapons. Says Hall, “She’s streetwise. We looked at bicycle messengers as inspiration for her character.”

Artists looked at actors like John Wayne, Clint Eastwood, Gary Cooper and other cowboys to study cool, emotionally-reserved traits. They also looked at speed skaters to inform GoGo’s body type and movement. Parrish says she’s smooth and direct. “She has a lot of attitude,” he says. “She’s going to pick the quickest way to any given point and stop there, and with a deadpan look, she’ll blow and pop a bubble. That gesture alone says, ‘I’m too cool for you.’”
“There’s a place for everything—everything in its place.”
— Wasabi

WASABI is super smart and just a touch neurotic, but the big and burly neatnik can’t help but join the cause when Hiro needs him most.

“I’ve always been a big Wasabi fan,” says Williams. “He’s actually the most conservative, cautious—he’s the most normal among a group of brazen characters. So he really grounds the movie in the second act and becomes, in a way, the voice of the audience and points out that what they’re doing is crazy.”

Filmmakers cast Damon Wayans Jr. as the voice of Wasabi. “I can relate to Wasabi,” says Wayans. “I have a place for everything. I need my books a certain way. I need to smell good all the time. I definitely have a little Wasabi in me.”

Wasabi, at one time, was a very Zen character with very Zen dreadlocks. “Neurotic Wasabi was so much more fun to watch,” says Engelhardt. But when filmmakers tweaked his personality, they initially decided the neatnik wouldn’t be a fan of the not-oft-shampooed-do and gave him a haircut. The look didn’t last. It turns out, everyone was just too attached to his cool locks.

As part of “Big Hero 6,” Wasabi amplifies his prowess for precision with jaw-dropping plasma blade weaponry. Sharp doesn’t even begin to describe this guy. But animators had to be careful when the blades came out. “With just a flick of the wrist, Wasabi would essentially be chopping off his own hand, so animators had to keep his wrists locked at all times,” says Parrish.

“Now that’s a chemical reaction.”
— Honey Lemon

It’s elemental when it comes to chemistry whiz HONEY LEMON. Don’t let her glasses and funky fashion fool you: Honey may be as sweet as her namesake, but she has a fire in her belly and a can-do attitude that make her pretty much unstoppable. “She’s a glass-is-half-full kind of person,” says Williams. “But she has this mad-scientist quality with a twinkle in her eye—there’s more to Honey than it seems.”

According to Engelhardt, filmmakers capitalized on the character’s larger-than-life personality, giving her exaggerated features and infusing some anime qualities in her posing. But it was tough to find the right balance for the character. Says Engelhardt, “Honey has a fun, bubbly personality, but she’s not air-headed—she’s very smart. She has chemistry chops to spare. But we liked to push her, especially when Hiro first meets her. She’s almost too much to handle. She’s a close talker, excited, energetic and so personable.”

Genesis Rodriguez voices the bright-eyed, bright-minded character. “She’s very optimistic and happy—and so like me,” says Rodriguez. “I used to be on a robotics team, so I love that she’s girly and into science. It was very easy to play this character.”
Honey is bright. Her knowledge of alchemy proves powerful, too, when the effusive brainiac becomes part of the “Big Hero 6” and creates clever concoctions that when thrown, can get her team out of nearly any jam.

“She has a periodic table-programmable chem-purse that she uses to make instant weapons—like bad-guy encasing goo,” says Rodriguez. “It’s pretty fun. I wish I had that purse.”

“Let’s feed those hungry brains.”
— Aunt Cass

Voiced by Maya Rudolph, AUNT CASS is the overworked but always-supportive guardian of brothers Hiro and Tadashi. “Aunt Cass is the cool aunt you either wish you had or wish you were,” says Maya Rudolph, who lends her voice to the character. “She loves those boys so much.”

The owner of a popular San Fransokyo bakery and coffee shop, Aunt Cass is proud, ebullient and thinks the world of her two genius nephews. She’s always good for a laugh and ready with a hug, tirelessly there for support and a great home-cooked meal.

“I wanted Aunt Cass to evoke the San Francisco vibe,” says Hall. “I always imagined her as the second or third generation of hippies. She’s fun and energetic—a little more loosey-goosey—and Maya embodied that perfectly. She got it right out of the gate.”

“I felt very welcome to bring my sense of comedy and input to Aunt Cass,” says Rudolph. “There are many levels of emotion in the story, and Aunt Cass truly has to go on this journey with Hiro.”

“Shake things up. Use that big brain of yours to think your way out.”
— Tadashi Hamada

TADASHI HAMADA is a good guy. He just is. He actually developed, built and programmed a state-of-the-art nursebot—a Healthcare Companion named Baymax that will likely help millions worldwide. But it’s his role as big brother that makes Tadashi truly special. Every kid needs a guy like Tadashi looking out for him, and Hiro knows just how lucky he is to have him in his life. “Tadashi is Hiro’s strength,” says Daniel Henney, who voices the big brother. “They lost their parents years ago, so Tadashi is a father figure, and in many ways, the heartbeat of their family.”

But, adds Henney, Tadashi is smart enough to know how to redirect a kid like Hiro. “Sometimes you have to manipulate the situation a little to get people to see it your way,” he says. “Instead of telling Hiro what to do with his life, Tadashi tricks him into figuring out for himself what’s good for him.”

As far as brothers go, these two have it down, says Williams. “I have a brother, so I know something about these kind of relationships. You make fun of your little brother—have fun at his expense. But at the same time, there’s this incredible bond and love. If anybody else tries to mess with your brother, you can’t let that happen.”
“We push the boundaries of robotics here.”
— Robert Callaghan

PROFESSOR ROBERT CALLAGHAN heads up the robotics program at the prestigious San Fransokyo Institute of Technology and is Tadashi’s professor and mentor. When Hiro visits the university for the first time, he is star-struck by the world-renowned roboticist—while Callaghan immediately sees the potential in the 14-year-old prodigy, encouraging him to put his brain to better use.

James Cromwell was cast as the voice of Callaghan. “He’s educated; he’s in charge; he’s devoted to pure science,” says Cromwell of his character. “But he doesn’t treat his students or Hiro as less-thans. He’s avuncular. He has a way of engaging them because he understands their level of intelligence.”

“I’m Alistair Krei. Krei Tech Industries.”
— Alistair Krei

Pioneer entrepreneur and tech guru, ALISTAIR KREI is San Fransokyo Institute of Technology’s most illustrious alum. Owner of the biggest technology company in the world, Krei Tech, Krei is always on the hunt for the next big thing. He attends the showcase at San Fransokyo Tech and is overwhelmingly impressed by Hiro’s ingenuity.

Alan Tudyk was called on to help bring Krei to life.

“If we’re going to catch this guy, I need to upgrade all of you.”
— Hiro Hamada

YOKAI is the masked man behind the terrible tragedy that strikes San Fransokyo, turning Hiro’s world upside down. “I did a lot of different versions of Yokai’s Kabuki mask,” says lead character designer Shiyoon Kim. “We were all drawn to a white mask that had a mysterious quality about it and contrasted nicely with Yokai’s black outfit.”

Hiro transforms a group of nerds into a team of high-tech crime fighters—“Big Hero 6”—with one mission: Track down Yokai and bring him to justice.

BRING ON THE CROWDS
Beyond the key characters in “Big Hero 6,” there are hundreds of background characters. Filmmakers found it critical that the fictional setting of San Fransokyo was an authentic and believable city. And a city like San Fransokyo needed people—lots of people—of different shapes, sizes, cultures and fashion senses.

Enter Denizen, a proprietary system created within Walt Disney Animation Studios team that revolutionizes how artists create and animate crowds. “In order to create and maintain those characters,” says John Kahwaty, character rigging supervisor, “we needed to find a way to generate them procedurally so they could evolve as the show evolved and be created on the fly when needed.”
According to Kahwaty, Denizen is a character asset pipeline wrapped up into one small package. “It ingests a small number of characters that define the style for the show and analyzes and compares them,” he says. “It then provides a character designer a way to see all the pieces we create up front and blend them together to create a final model, rig, cloth rig, hair rig, and look that can be immediately inserted into a shot, animated and rendered.”

The system created 670 unique characters, compared to 270 in “Frozen,” 185 in “Wreck-It Ralph” and 80 in “Tangled.” Each of the 670 characters has up to 32 different clothing look combinations, plus 32 different hair and skin tones. That means filmmakers could invite 686,080 unique characters to the San Fransokyo party before there were any exact repeats.

Customizable characters were made possible with Denizen, and WDAS employees were encouraged to model themselves as background characters. As a result, 200 WDAS employees make cameos within the crowd shots in the film.

**ON LOCATION**

**Filmmakers Tap All-New Technology to Create Big-City Mash-Up**

Filmmakers decided to set their action-packed story in an all-new world that embraced the Japanese influences, but provided a fresh setting unlike anything audiences had ever seen. “I thought about San Francisco,” says director Don Hall, “which is cool, but I thought ‘What if it was San Francisco mashed up with Tokyo.’ It felt more interesting as a setting—more playful and exotic. It was something we could create. And the visual possibilities of those two cities—which are pretty different aesthetically—mashed together felt like a really cool place to set the story.”

“San Francisco has so many incredible landmarks and such a rich history—it’s a world-class city,” says producer Roy Conli. “Tokyo—with its neon lights and energy—is amazingly beautiful. The two of them combined is the ideal location for this film.”

Filmmakers traveled up the California coast to visit the first of the two cities. “We spent three days just driving around the city, hitting the Golden Gate Bridge, Coit Tower, Market Street and Japantown,” says Hall. “We spent some time on Angel Island.”

The team viewed the city from the ground, logging many miles on foot—and in the air, with breathtaking helicopter rides. According to Hall, filmmakers used San Francisco for more than just inspiration. “We literally wanted our setting to geographically be San Francisco.”
Artists turned to a software program that basically provided them with the blueprint for San Francisco—from the layout of the streets to lot sizes, business zones and residential zones. “You can plug in something like the county assessor’s map of San Francisco,” says production designer Paul Felix. “Then we could break it down further and specify the types of buildings we wanted on a particular parcel of land or district. We could do some prototypes, and those would be expanded procedurally within the program to give variety. No two buildings are alike, but they’re all similar.”

“It actually looks like San Francisco from a distance,” adds Driskill. “It has the right buildings in the right place, and they’re the right size. It wasn’t all made up—it was actually crafted from real data so that it would look authentic.”

Artists stylized everything to make it uniquely San Fransokyo—some hills are steeper and some buildings downtown would be shockingly tall in real life, but it all started with actual geography.

According to Felix, Tokyo lends aesthetic elements. “We adopted Tokyo’s visual styling of the architecture,” he says. “We were inspired by the urban design in Tokyo—the giant public works and the density, and even how some of the streets are organized: there are minimal sidewalks in some areas, for example. We wanted to make sure that we captured those ideas so the audience would feel that this could be in an Asian country.”

Artists filled the city with signage—a graphic designer was tapped more than two years ago to create the massive amount of designs needed to fill the vast city.

**HOME SWEET HOME**

Hiro and Tadashi Hamada reside with Aunt Cass in a home that’s situated above her bakery. Art director Scott Watanabe created the three-story look that aptly combines Japanese and Victorian design. Inside, artists decorated the home with a bohemian mindset. “There’s the hanging chair, spider plants, macramé and big color prints on the walls,” says Felix. “There are traditional Japanese furnishings—like a low dining table. And there’s also a Victorian motif with patterned wallpaper, but with a Japanese overtone.

“We wanted to make sure the house had a sense of history,” Felix continues. “It should feel improvised.”
HOME AWAY FROM HOME

San Fransokyo Tech features Stanford mission architecture crossed with Japanese architecture. “We looked at campuses like Caltech,” says Felix, “where there is an original campus styled in the early 20th century. And over the decades, it proliferates into other design styles.”

Technical supervisor Hank Driskill accompanied Felix and visual effects supervisor Kyle Odermatt to Pasadena’s Jet Propulsion Lab. “The JPL trip was a field trip through their lab spaces,” says Driskill. “We looked extensively at their manufacturing facilities because we were considering how Hiro and company would build their gear, and JPL specializes in one-off manufacturing for the components of their probes and landers and such. We also saw some of their specialty labs in nanotechnology and robotics. It complemented the earlier research trips the directors had done to robotics labs in the U.S. and abroad, and definitely helped influence the look of the lab at San Fransokyo Tech.”

Technology was ever-present in this slightly futuristic city, and filmmakers incorporated wind turbines into their dramatic landscape. The idea, of course, was to introduce a clean-powered, near-future feeling to the city’s look. Artist Kevin Nelson created giant Japanese kite-inspired shapes. “It was fanciful, yet functional,” says Felix of the design. “Kevin has a good sense of engineering in his design work, so everything felt playful, yet technological—the perfect tone for our city.”

MAKING IT HAPPEN

The elaborate design of San Fransokyo—with its vast reach, big crowds and ample detail—would not have been possible without a new innovation called Hyperion.

Walt Disney Animation Studios’ Brent Burley, Sean Jenkins and Chuck Tappan led a team of developers to create the rendering tool. “We were struggling with two things,” he says. “There was ever-increasing complexity running up against memory limits” says Burley, principal software engineer. “And there was a desire to have richer, more complex lighting in a more efficient way—lighting was pretty labor intensive.”

“Renderers in general will load the whole scene into memory in some form or other,” explains Hank Driskill, technical supervisor for “Big Hero 6.” “The machines weren’t big enough anymore to hold everything we wanted to do, so we started breaking scenes up into layers and rendering lots of layers and reassembling it afterwards into the final image. It was becoming more painful with each movie for the artists to manage the data.”

Disney’s Hyperion allows the artists who specialize in lighting to focus on the art, versus dealing with massive
amounts of data. “It can handle lots of complexity and give really believable lighting simulation within that complexity,” says Adolph Lusinsky, director of photography-lighting. “At the same time, there’s such simplicity to Hyperion because it has fewer controls for the artist, but with a better outcome.”

According to Walt Disney Animation Studios’ chief technology officer Andy Hendrickson, Hyperion comes closer to mimicking what happens in the world around us. “We decided to model the physics of real life in terms of how light rays bounce around, how they interact with materials and what happens when a light ray bounces.”

The system allows for multiple bounces, which is how natural light works. Says producer Roy Conli, “Once nature is achieved, our artists can spend their time achieving a cinematic look. A live-action film is not natural light—it’s very strategic. So now the lighting team is able to spend more time lighting a scene just as they would in a live-action film.”

“Baymax is like a big balloon,” says Jenkins, technical supervisor for Hyperion. “With our early tests, we found that the white vinyl was one of the hardest materials to light—light goes through it and bounces around and bounces and bounces. It takes a lot of bounces before it starts to look right—and without this new tool, it would’ve been very difficult—if not impossible—to fake the ultimate look. He wouldn’t have looked like he does.”

Hyperion also allows filmmakers to explore more of the world they’ve created. “We’re doing flyovers with thousands of crowd characters,” says Tappan, who worked on Hyperion’s artistic integration. “When Baymax and Hiro first take flight, they soar over San Fransokyo. It’s a breathtaking sequence. Art challenges technology.”

The software has been in the works for two years and “Big Hero 6” was, in many ways, in the right place at the right time. It was also the perfect film to adopt the new renderer, as it endeavored to feature the kind of complex setting Hyperion was built to achieve. “We couldn’t make ‘Big Hero 6’ with the tools we used to make ‘Frozen,’” says Burley.

“The overall culture at Walt Disney Animation Studios allows us to take risks when it comes to new technology,” says Tappan. “With the creation of Hyperion, we changed a lot. Making a new renderer is one of the ultimate changes we can make. And now that we’ve done it, the people in this building feel like we can do anything.”
In a film where mash-ups are mainstream, it’s no surprise that the music blends composer Henry Jackman’s orchestral score with synth sounds and original music from American rock band Fall Out Boy. “Music is really the emotion of the movie, beautifully stitching the scenes together,” says director Don Hall. “We wanted a score that was melodic with prominent themes, while pushing technical boundaries with electronica music, too. Henry Jackman was able to weave it all together brilliantly.”

Jackman (“Captain America: The Winter Soldier,” “Wreck-It Ralph”) created a score that celebrates the comic-book style action of “Big Hero 6,” the embracing of technology and, of course, the special relationships that are forming. “There are a lot of cues that are kind of a hybrid—half-orchestral and half-record production,” says Jackman. “It would be very tempting to make robotic music for Baymax, and there are some synth textures, but as the story develops, you realize that the relationship between Baymax and Hiro is just the same as any other two leading characters. The drama between Hiro and Baymax is scored very personally and often with an orchestra. It’s one of the most intimate duos I’ve encountered in a film.”

Jackman used a 77-piece orchestra to score the film. “It’s very important to me in a score like this when there’s a lot of emotional content, as well as heroism and jeopardy and the rest, to allow the musicians to play together. If you can put everyone in a room together, it’s great. They bounce off each other.”

Fall Out Boy was tapped to write and perform the song for the film’s sequence in which the “Big Hero 6” team is transformed from a group of super smart individuals to a band of high-tech heroes. Their mission? To help Hiro unmask the villain and get to the bottom of what happened to Tadashi. “The idea of this kid stepping up on behalf of his brother is what inspired the song’s title ‘Immortals,’” says Patrick Stump. “Your victories aren’t exclusively yours, so the fact that all of these people are coming together to help him get to the finish line is really exciting.”
“They’re testing out their new super suits for the first time in the scene,” says Pete Wentz. “Some of it works—some of it doesn’t. You get the sense that they’re stepping into a bigger role. The story’s in the DNA of Fall Out Boy. It is an authentic story and it’s who our band is—we’ve always identified with the underdog.”

The band felt a connection to the filmmakers, sharing interests and creative passion. “We got to see bits of the movie before we wrote the song and the thing that struck me was how invested the people working on this film were in these characters,” says Patrick Stump. “We could feel their energy—their dedication is inspiring.”

The soundtrack, which is available from Walt Disney Records on Oct. 24, follows.

1. Immortals Written and performed by Fall Out Boy
2. Hiro Hamada Score
3. Nerd School Score
4. Microbots Score
5. Tadashi Score
6. Inflatable Friend Score
7. Huggable Detective Score
8. The Masked Man Score
9. One of the Family Score
10. Upgrades Score
11. The Streets of San Fransokyo Score
12. To the Manor Born Score
13. So Much More Score
14. First Flight Score
15. Silent Sparrow Score
16. Family Reunion Score
17. Big Hero 6 Score
18. I Am Satisfied With My Care Score
19. Signs of Life Score
20. Reboot Score

ABOUT THE VOICE TALENT

SCOTT ADSIT (voice of Baymax) starred on NBC’s “30 Rock” as producer Pete Hornberger. Adsit is a member of Second City Mainstage in Chicago and performs regularly at the Upright Citizens Brigade in NYC. He produces, writes, directs and performs on Moral Orel,” a stop-motion animation show on Adult Swim, and will star with Bill Murray and Melissa McCarthy in the film “St. Vincent” this Fall.

Actor, director, martial artist, photographer and philanthropist RYAN POTTER (voice of Hiro Hamada) was raised in Tokyo, Japan, until the age of 7. His first language was Japanese and he’s a lifelong fan of Manga and Anime.

Potter appeared in the 2014 feature film “Senior Project” and will appear in “Underdog Kids” early next year. He also starred in Nickelodeon’s “Supah Ninjas” as a typical high school student who discovers he descended from a long line of ninjas.

In addition to acting, Potter is skilled in several martial art disciplines. He began training in White Tiger Kung Fu at age 8 and has also studied Wu Shu style Kung Fu, Karate and Capoeira. In addition to White Tiger, Potter trains in martial arts tricking and parkour free running.

Potter is also devoted to painting and photography, often in unison, creating mixed media art, directing and filming his own martial arts videos and is moved by music of all genres. He is planning to attend college next year to study film and art.

Potter is dedicated to raising awareness for several charities including Covenant House and Big Brothers Big Sisters of America. He is grateful for his Big Brother of 10 years and has been a National Spokesperson since
2012. In addition, Toy Box of Hope, a charity that Potter started himself in 2011, raises awareness and donations for homeless children in Los Angeles.

**DANIEL HENNEY** *(voice of Tadashi Hamada)* recently booked a regular role in the ABC pilot “Agatha,” opposite Bojana Novakovic. Earlier this year, he recurred on JJ Abrams’ NBC one-hour series “Revolution,” and was also seen in a guest-starring role on “NCIS: Los Angeles.” Henney is perhaps best known for playing Agent Zero in “X-Men Origins: Wolverine,” directed by Gavin Hood for Fox. He also had a supporting role in “The Last Stand” for Lionsgate opposite Arnold Schwarzenegger. Henney was a series regular last season on the A&E one-hour pilot “Occult” with Josh Lucas. He also recurred on CBS’ “Hawaii Five-O” and was a series regular on CBS’ “Three Rivers.”

**T.J. MILLER** *(voice of Fred)* is one of the most sought-after comedians in the comedy world, but not in the drama world or the finance world. One of Variety’s Top 10 Comics to Watch, EW’s Next Big Things in Comedy and a regional winner of Sierra Mist’s Search for The Next Great Comic, Miller currently stars in Mike Judge’s HBO comedy series “Silicon Valley,” which has been picked up for a second season. Most recently, Miller stars in “Transformers: Age of Extinction,” where you will see him struggle to keep up with Mark Wahlberg and not pass out from running and screaming.

His podcast “Cashing in with T.J. Miller” on nerdist.com is listened to by 12 and a half people, and he is a nationally touring standup, crisscrossing the country listening to Kris Kross (he’s also done shows in the U.K. and Puerto Rico (Puerto Rico did not go well). He has been performing his absurdist observational standup act for more than 10 years, and has never gone to the bathroom in his pants on stage. His hour-long Comedy Central stand-up special “T.J. Miller: No Real Reason” and hip-hop/pop/folk music album “The Extended Play E.P.,” an E.P. with 41 tracks, and the “Illegal Art Remixtape” are all available now. He hosted Comedy Central’s “Mash-Up,” a mashup of stand-up, sketches and visualizations, and has appeared on “Chelsea Lately” more than most women his height. He got his start touring with Second City in Chicago and improvising with Annoyance Theater and iO.

Miller has been in a number of major studio films, including “Cloverfield,” “She’s Out of My League,” “Seeking a Friend for the End of the World,” “Our Idiot Brother, “Yogi Bear 3D” (as Ranger Jones, his greatest role to date), “Unstoppable” and “Get Him to the Greek.”

Miller has appeared on television in “The League,” “Carpoolers,” “Goodwin Games,” “Happy Endings” and other canceled programs. Miller also talks like an old drag queen after a hard night of chain smoking, and thus voiced the character Tuffnut in the Oscar®-nominated animated film “How to Train Your Dragon” and “How to Train Your Dragon 2.” He voices Robbie from “Gravity Falls” on Disney, Tuffnut in the Netflix “How to Train Your Dragon” TV series and “Gorburger,” a very strange show you just have to Google to understand. He currently resides in Hollywood, Calif., where he struggles to find meaning in an uncertain world. He is a comedian.

**JAMIE CHUNG** *(voice of GoGo Tomago)* stars as Miho in “Sin City 2: A Dame to Kill For,” directed by Robert Rodriguez and Frank Miller, and appears in this year’s Sundance closing film “Rudderless,” directed by William H. Macy, with Anton Yelchin and Billy Crudup. Up next are the indie “A Year and Change” and CBS Films’ “Flight 7500.” She has wrapped the indie film “It’s Already Tomorrow in Hong Kong.”

Chung played Lauren in the hit comedy films “The Hangover Part II” and “The Hangover Part III” for Todd Phillips.
She was seen as Lady Silk in Universal’s “The Man with the Iron Fists” with Russell Crowe and produced by Quentin Tarantino. Chung also played Amber in Zack Snyder’s “Suckerpunch.” She received critical acclaim for her role in the indie film “Eden,” which premiered at SXSW in 2012, and was based on the true story of a young Korean girl who was abducted and forced into sex trafficking. Chung won the Special Jury Award at SXSW for her performance; the film also won the Narrative Audience Award.

Chung’s credits also include the political indie “Knife Fight,” opposite Rob Lowe, which premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival; Columbia’s “Premium Rush,” directed by David Koepp with Joseph Gordon Levitt and Michael Shannon; indie “Burning Palms”; Fox’s “Dragonball”; and Summit’s “Sorority Row,” which honored the female cast at ShoWest as Future Stars of Tomorrow in 2009. Chung also had her Sundance debut in 2012 as the lead in the short film “Blue Dildo,” directed by Joseph Gordon-Levitt.

Chung’s comedic roles include Universal’s “I Now Pronounce You Chuck & Larry” and Sony’s hit film “Grown Ups,” as well as the upcoming films “Bad Johnson” with Nick Thune and “Flock of Dudes” with Chris D’Elia.

On TV, Chung’s credits include ABC’s hit show “Once Upon a Time” as Mulan. She was a series regular playing Channing in NBC’s drama “Believe,” produced by J.J. Abrams and Oscar® winner Alfonso Cuarón. Chung also guest starred on hit shows “Grey’s Anatomy,” “Castle” and “ER,” among others.

Chung also runs popular fashion blog WhatTheChung.com and has done campaigns or been spokesperson/ambassador for various brands, including TJ Maxx, Nike, Ann Taylor, Avon and Armani Exchange, among others. She was born and raised in the San Francisco Bay area.

**DAMON WAYANS JR. (voice of Wasabi)** stars as Coach in the FOX hit comedy series “New Girl” and recently starred as Brad on the ABC comedy “Happy Endings.”

Seguing effortlessly onto the big screen, Wayans recently starred in the 20th Century Fox Comedy “Let’s Be Cops,” a buddy movie about two down-and-out guys who pretend be cops and enjoy the respect they receive.

Wayans can also be seen in a string of side-splitting performances, including his hilarious role of Fosse in the action-comedy “The Other Guys,” portraying one of Will Ferrell and Mark Wahlberg’s rival officers. He appears in the indie film “Someone Marry Barry” alongside Tyler Labine and Lucy Punch, and “Dance Flick,” a Paramount spoof that was produced, written and directed by fellow Wayans funny men. He also voiced the character of Thunder in the action digital animation film “Marmaduke.”

Eight years ago at the age of 20, Wayans started as a comedy writer on his dad’s show “My Wife and Kids” and appeared in various episodes. In 2005, Wayans followed in his father’s comedic footsteps and braved the world of stand-up under the pseudonym Kyle Green. He appeared alongside his father in the Showtime television series “The Underground” (2006) and served as a writer on the sketch comedy series. He also wrote, directed and starred in a series of innovative internet-based comedy sketches for “Way-Out TV,” a website launched in 2007 by his father. In January 2008, Wayans was featured on HBO’s “Def Comedy Jam.”

Wayans was born at his grandmother’s home in Vermont, and raised in Los Angeles. He made his film debut at age 11 in the 1994’s “Blank Man.” He later pursued his early passion for fine arts and animation in high school, and was admitted to the Otis School for Art and Design.

An accomplished mixed martial artist, snowboarder, former gymnast and high school track star, Wayans loves to
GENESIS RODRIGUEZ (voice of Honey Lemon) is rapidly emerging as one of Hollywood’s most engaging and sought-after young talents.

Rodriguez stars in A24’s modern-day monster film “Tusk,” directed by Kevin Smith, with Justin Long and Haley Joel Osment. Released in theaters in September 2014, the film is about a young man whose best friend and podcast co-host goes missing in the backwoods of Canada, so he joins forces with his friend’s girlfriend to search for him.

Rodriguez will also be seen in the Warner Bros. thriller “Run All Night” alongside Liam Neeson, Ed Harris and Joel Kinnaman. The film, slated for release in 2015, is about an aging hit man who is forced to take on his brutal former boss to protect his estranged son and his family.

Rodriguez’s film credits also include “Hours,” Identity Thief,” “The Last Stand,” “What to Expect When You’re Expecting” and “Casa de mi Padre.”

Rodriguez had a recurring role on HBO’s “Entourage” as Sarah. Her television credits include NBC Universal/Telemundo’s “Prisonera,” “Dame Chocolate” and “Dona Barbara.”

Rodriguez was born and raised in Miami, Fla., and is the youngest daughter of legendary international recording artist and actor José Luis Rodriguez “El Puma.” She is an alumnus of The Lee Strasberg Theatre and Film Institute in Los Angeles and New York.

JAMES CROMWELL (voice of Professor Robert Callaghan) received a best supporting actor Oscar® nomination for his memorable performance as Farmer Hoggett in the international smash “Babe,” and went on to reprise the role in the hit sequel “Babe: Pig in the City.” Cromwell’s other memorable motion picture work includes “The Longest Yard,” “I, Robot,” “Space Cowboys,” Frank Darabont’s critically acclaimed “The Green Mile,” “The General’s Daughter,” “Snow Falling on Cedars,” “The Bachelor,” “The Sum of All Fears,” “Star Trek: First Contact,” “The People vs. Larry Flynt,” DreamWorks SKG’s “Spirit: Stallion of the Cimarron,” Stephen Frears’ Oscar-nominated “The Queen,” “Becoming Jane,” “The Education of Little Tree,” “Secretariat,” “Spiderman Three,” and as Police Captain Dudley Smith in “L.A. Confidential.” Cromwell played a pivotal role in “The Artist,” which received the Oscar for best picture. He was the first recipient of the Canadian Screen best actor award for his role in the film “Still Mine.”

Cromwell recently won an Emmy® for his portrayal of Dr. Arden on “American Horror Story (Asylum).” He earned multiple Emmy nominations for his work on the HBO original series “Six Feet Under,” the HBO movie “RKO 281” and the NBC drama “ER.” His body of work encompasses dozens of miniseries and movies-of-the-week, including a starring role in TNT’s “A Slight Case of Murder,” ABC’s “Betrayal,” a cameo appearance in HBO’s “Angels in America,” “West Wing,” “Picket Fences,” “Home Improvement,” “L.A. Law,” “Star Trek: The Next Generation” and “Betrayal.” Cromwell can now be seen on Steven Bochco’s “Murder in the First” for TNT.

Cromwell has also performed in many revered plays, including “Hamlet,” “The Iceman Cometh,” “The Devil’s Disciple,” “All’s Well That Ends Well,” “Beckett” and “Othello” in many of the country’s most distinguished theaters, including the South Coast Repertory, the Goodman Theatre, the Mark Taper Forum, the American Shakespeare Festival, Center Stage, the Long Wharf Theatre and the Old Globe. He recently played A. E. Houseman in the
American premiere of Tom Stoppard's “The Invention of Love” at A.C.T. in San Francisco. Cromwell has directed at resident theaters across the country and was the founder and artistic director of his own company, Stage West, in Springfield, Mass. He also co-directed a short film that was shown at the London Film Festival.

Born in Los Angeles, Cromwell grew up in New York and Waterford, Conn., and studied at Carnegie Mellon University (then called Carnegie Tech). His father, John Cromwell, an acclaimed actor and director, was one of the first presidents of the Screen Directors Guild. His mother, Kay Johnson, was a stage and film actress.

ALAN TUDYK (voice of Alistair Krei) is a veteran of more than two dozen television shows and 30 features. His talents traverse drama and comedy; he crosses live-action, animated projects and video games with ease. Tudyk appears in “Welcome to Me,” the comedy from Will Ferrell and Adam McKay’s Gary Sanchez Productions. The film stars Kristin Wiig as a woman with borderline personality disorder who wins the lottery. It also stars Ferrell, Tim Robbins, Wes Bentley and James Marsden.

Tudyk’s role in Disney’s “Wreck-It Ralph” garnered him an Annie Award for his work as King Candy. He returned to the recording booth to voice the Duke of Weselton in Walt Disney Animation Studios’ Oscar®-winning feature “Frozen,” which also featured the voices of Kristen Bell, Idina Menzel, Josh Gad and Jonathan Groff. Tudyk’s voiceover credits also include “Ice Age,” “Ice Age 2: The Meltdown,” “Ice Age 4: Continental Drift,” “Alvin and the Chipmunks: Chipwrecked,” “Robot Chicken,” “Young Justice,” “The Life & Times of Tim,” “Good Vibes,” “Batman: The Brave and the Bold,” “Family Guy” and “American Dad.” Tudyk also voiced characters in the hit video games “Halo 3” and “Halo 3: ODST.”

Tudyk starred in the well-received Warner Bros. film “42” as Ben Chapman, a former player-turned-manager who adamantly opposed Jackie Robinson’s entry into the league. Directed by Brian Helgeland, the ensemble film also stars Harrison Ford. Tudyk broke out as a hyper-paranoid mental patient opposite Robin Williams in “Patch Adams.” His film credits include “28 Days,” “A Knight’s Tale,” “Death at a Funeral,” “Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story,” “Knocked Up” and “Tucker and Dale vs Evil.” Film credits also include “Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter,” “3:10 to Yuma,” “I, Robot,” “Serenity,” “Wonder Boys,” “RX” and “Beautiful Boy.”

Tudyk appeared in the critically-acclaimed ABC single-camera comedy “Suburgatory.” He reprised his role as Pastor Veal on the Netflix revival of “Arrested Development.” Tudyk first appeared in season two of the Emmy®-winning single-cam show and reappeared in two shows during the 15-episode relaunch. Tudyk garnered a cult following as a member of Joss Whedon’s short-lived sci-fi series “Firefly,” starring as Hoban “Wash” Washburne. The series was cut short after one season, but popular enough to warrant a follow-up feature film, “Serenity.” Tudyk later reunited with Whedon for the first season of his series “Dollhouse.” TV credits also include “Strangers with Candy,” “V,” “Into the West,” and “CSI: Crime Scene Investigation,” among others.

Tudyk attended the prestigious Juilliard School in New York, and has starred on Broadway opposite Kristin Chenoweth in “Epic Proportions”; played Lancelot with the original cast in Monty Python’s “Spamalot”; and had the lead role of Peter in “Prelude to a Kiss,” opposite John Mahoney.

Tudyk grew up in Plano, Texas, and lives in Los Angeles. He has a modest taxidermy collection and enjoys DIY home improvement and construction projects. He lives with his two dogs, Raisin (a rescue) and Aunt Clara (a cockapoo), owns a motorcycle and likes playing guitar and writing original songs.
Emmy®-nominated actress **MAYA RUDOLPH (voice of Aunt Cass)** is most widely known for her turn on NBC’s “Saturday Night Live,” where she was one of the show’s regular players for more than seven years, as well as her various television projects and film appearances. Since her debut on SNL in 2000, Rudolph’s memorable portrayals included Oprah Winfrey, Whitney Houston, Donatella Versace and Beyoncé, as well as such recurring sketches as “Wake Up Wakefield” and “Bronx Beat.” Rudolph was seen in her comedy-variety show special “The Maya Rudolph Show,” which aired on NBC in May 2014. The special was executive produced by Lorne Michaels and debuted with 7.23 million viewers. Rudolph next appears in Paul Thomas Anderson’s “Inherent Vice,” based on Thomas Pynchon’s acclaimed novel. Opening in limited release on Dec. 12, 2014, the film features Joaquin Phoenix, Josh Brolin, Reese Witherspoon and Owen Wilson.

Rudolph previously starred in the critically acclaimed “The Way, Way Back.” The film, the directorial debut of Oscar®-winning writers Jim Rash and Nat Faxon, received rave reviews at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival, and was released by Fox Searchlight in July 2013. It was nominated for various awards and grossed $22 million at the domestic box office. Rudolph also reunited with SNL castmates Adam Sandler, Chris Rock, Kevin James and David Spade in the family comedy “Grown Ups 2.” Rudolph was heard as the voice of Precious in the animated comedy “The Nut Job” and in her Black Reel Award®-nominated vocal performance as Burn in DreamWorks’ “Turbo.” On the small screen, Rudolph starred as Ava on the NBC sitcom “Up All Night.”

As a master in the art of comedy, Rudolph starred in Paul Feig’s comedy “Bridesmaids” alongside Kristen Wiig, which has grossed nearly $300 million in the box office worldwide and garnered numerous accolades since it opened in May 2011. In addition to being nominated for two Academy Awards®, “Bridesmaids” was nominated for a Golden Globe® for best motion picture musical or comedy and won the 2011 AFI Film Award for AFI movie of the year, the 2012 Critics Choice Movie Award for best comedy movie, the 2012 People’s Choice Award for favorite comedy movie, and Comedy Central’s 2012 Comedy Award for best film.

Rudolph recently teamed up with musician Gretchen Liberum to form the female-fronted Prince cover band Princess. In tribute to His Purple Majesty, the duo became an immediate internet success last year when they performed “Darling Nikki” on “Late Night with Jimmy Fallon.” Since then, the band has continued performing hit after hit as Prince fans everywhere have tuned in praising their pristine mimicry of the artist.

Rudolph has lent her voice to films such as “Zookeeper” and “Shrek the Third.” She has also appeared in “Friends with Kids” with Jon Hamm, Kristen Wiig and Adam Scott, as well as “Grown Ups,” Robert Altman’s “A Prairie Home Companion,” Mike Judge’s “Idiocracy” and Miguel Arteta’s “Chuck & Buck.” In 2009, she earned rave reviews for her performance opposite John Krasinski in the comedic and heartfelt film “Away We Go,” directed by Sam Mendes from a script by Dave Eggers and Vendela Vida.

**ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS**

**DON HALL (Director)** directed Walt Disney Animation Studios’ 2011 feature “Winnie the Pooh” (with Stephen J. Anderson). He previously served as head of story for 2009’s “The Princess and the Frog.” As head of story, he worked closely with the directors in editorial and recording sessions; his responsibilities included story crew supervision, storyboarding sequences and writing.

Hall began his career at Walt Disney Animation Studios in June of 1995, coming onboard as a story apprentice on “Tarzan.” He served as a storyboard artist on “The Emperor’s New Groove,” “Chicken Little” and various development projects. For “Meet the Robinsons,” Hall was elevated to head of story. He was nominated for an Annie Award for storyboarding on “The Emperor’s New Groove”—his work on “Meet the Robinsons” netted him
Hall graduated with a B.F.A. in drawing and painting from the University of Iowa and a B.F.A in character animation from California Institute of the Arts. After graduating from CalArts, he returned to the campus as an instructor in advanced story development.

Hall is a native of Glenwood, Iowa, and currently resides in Pasadena with his wife and two children.

CHRIS WILLIAMS (Director) directed Walt Disney Animation Studios’ Oscar®-nominated feature “Bolt” (2008) with Byron Howard.

Joining the Florida animation studio as an intern in 1994, Williams was a key member of the “Mulan” (1998) story team. He worked as a story artist on “Lilo & Stitch” (2002) and earned an Annie Award nomination for co-writing “The Emperor’s New Groove.” He has since served in the story department on 2012’s “Wreck-It Ralph” and 2013’s Oscar®-winning feature “Frozen.”

Williams wrote and directed Disney’s first CG short, “Glago’s Guest,” for which he won an Annie Award. He won an Emmy® as executive producer for the ABC holiday special “Prep & Landing.”

Williams earned a fine arts degree from the University of Waterloo before studying animation at Sheridan College.

ROY CONLI, p.g.a. (Producer) joined Walt Disney Animation Studios in 1993, and after assembling all the creative elements for “The Hunchback of Notre Dame” and launching the project, he relocated to France to oversee the contributions of the Paris-based animation team over the two-year production schedule. Upon completion of the film, he remained in France and guided production on the animated films “Hercules” and “Tarzan.” Conli returned to the studio in Burbank to produce “Treasure Planet.” He served as producer of Walt Disney Animation Studios’ 50th animated film “Tangled,” and he’s part of the executive leadership team for WDAS.

Born and raised in Los Angeles, Conli studied theater at San Francisco’s prestigious American Conservancy Theater (ACT). A chance meeting with a group of creative talents from the Pasadena Playhouse led Conli to a position with the legendary theater and, ultimately, a four-year stint as director of operations. In that role, he initiated a restoration of the neglected venue, contributed his talents as production manager and guided the theater to its official reopening in 1983.

Conli subsequently moved to Boston where he continued his education at Boston University and eventually earned an M.F.A. After graduation, he served as associate producer for the Camden Shakespeare Festival in Maine. In 1989 Conli joined the production team at the Mark Taper Forum, a leading regional theater in Los Angeles. Over the next four years he managed all special projects and new play development for the Taper, where he helped launch premieres of such award-winning plays as “Angels in America,” “Jelly’s Last Jam” and “The Kentucky Cycle.”

JOHN LASSETER (Executive Producer) creatively oversees all films and associated projects from Walt Disney Animation Studios, Pixar Animation Studios and Disneytoon Studios, in addition to his involvement in a wide range of activities at Walt Disney Imagineering.
Lasseter made his feature directorial debut in 1995 with “Toy Story,” the first-ever feature-length computer-animated film, for which he received a Special Achievement Oscar® recognizing his inspired leadership of the “Toy Story” team. He and the rest of the screenwriting team earned an Academy Award® nomination for best original screenplay, marking the first time an animated feature had ever been recognized in that category. Lasseter also directed “A Bug’s Life” (1998), “Toy Story 2” (1999), “Cars” (2006) and “Cars 2” (2011).

Lasseter was executive producer for Walt Disney Animation Studios’ Oscar®-winning feature “Frozen” (2013), which also won an Oscar for best original song (“Let It Go”). The film is the No. 1 animated feature of all time, crossing the $1 billion mark in March 2014. Since assuming creative oversight of both animation studios in 2006, Lasseter has served as executive producer on all Walt Disney Animation Studios features, including “Bolt” (2008), “The Princess and the Frog” (2009), “Tangled” (2010), “Winnie the Pooh” (2011) and “Wreck-It Ralph” (2012). He also serves as executive producer for Disneytoon Studios’ films, including this year’s “The Pirate Fairy” and “Planes: Fire & Rescue,” and the upcoming Disney Fairies release “Legend of the NeverBeast.”


Lasseter wrote, directed and animated Pixar’s first short films, including “Luxo Jr.”, “Red’s Dream,” “Tin Toy” and “Knick Knack.” “Luxo Jr.” was the first three-dimensional computer-animated film ever to be nominated for an Academy Award® when it was nominated for best animated short film in 1986; “Tin Toy” was the first three-dimensional computer-animated film ever to win an Academy Award when it was named best animated short film in 1988. Lasseter has executive-produced all of the studio’s subsequent shorts, including the Academy Award-winning shorts “Geri’s Game” (1997) and “For the Birds” (2000), recent shorts “La Luna” (2011) and “The Blue Umbrella” (2013), and Pixar’s new short “Lava,” which opens in front of “Inside Out” next year. He also serves as executive producer for Walt Disney Animation Studios’ shorts, including the Oscar®-winning “Paperman” (2012), “Get A Horse!” (2013), and the upcoming shorts “Feast,” which opens in front of “Big Hero 6,” and “Frozen Fever,” debuting next year.

In his role as principal creative advisor for Walt Disney Imagineering, Lasseter was instrumental in bringing the beloved characters and settings of Radiator Springs to life for Disneyland Resort guests with the successful 2012 launch of Cars Land, a massive 12-acre expansion at Disney California Adventure Park.

In 2009, Lasseter was honored at the 66th Venice International Film Festival with the Golden Lion for Lifetime Achievement. The following year, he became the first producer of animated films to receive the Producers Guild of America’s David O. Selznick Achievement Award in Motion Pictures. Lasseter’s other recognitions include the 2004 outstanding contribution to cinematic imagery award from the Art Directors Guild, an honorary degree from the American Film Institute, and the 2008 Winsor McCay Award from ASIFA-Hollywood for career achievement and contribution to the art of animation.

Prior to the formation of Pixar in 1986, Lasseter was a member of the computer division of Lucasfilm Ltd., where he designed and animated “The Adventures of Andre and Wally B,“ the first-ever piece of character-based three-dimensional computer animation, and the computer-generated Stained Glass Knight character in the 1985 Steven Spielberg-produced film “Young Sherlock Holmes.”

Lasseter was part of the inaugural class of the character animation program at California Institute of the Arts and
received his B.F.A. in film in 1979. He is the only two-time winner of the Student Academy Award for Animation, for his CalArts student films “Lady and the Lamp” (1979) and “Nitemare” (1980). His very first award came at the age of 5, when he won $15 from the Model Grocery Market in Whittier, Calif., for a crayon drawing of the Headless Horseman.

ROBERT L. BAIRD (Screenplay by) made his mark as a writer on some of the most popular animated hits of the past dozen years. For Pixar Animation Studios, he contributed to the screenplay of 2001’s “Monsters, Inc.,” 2006’s Golden Globe®-winning “Cars” and last year’s “Monsters University.” For Walt Disney Animation Studios, Baird’s credits include 2005’s “Chicken Little,” 2007’s “Meet the Robinsons” and the 2012 short “Tangled Ever After.”

Baird launched his writing career as a copywriter at an alternative rock radio station in Toronto. He moved to Los Angeles in 1996 and received a writing assignment on the TV show “Breaker High,” starring Ryan Gosling. In 2001, he landed at Pixar as a writer on “Monsters, Inc.” alongside his now-longtime writing partner Daniel Gerson.

Baird first became interested in writing and storytelling by reading classic works by Isaac Asimov, Stephen King, Ray Bradbury and others. While growing up, Baird found comedic influence from comedy groups like “Monty Python,” “SCTV” and “The Kids in the Hall.” Born in Ottawa, Ontario, Baird spent his childhood in the Canadian provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. He attended Ryerson University in Toronto, where he graduated with a B.A. in radio and television.

Baird currently resides in Los Angeles with his wife and two children.

DANIEL GERSON (Screenplay by) has made his mark as a writer on some of the most popular animated hits of the past dozen years with his partner Robert L. Baird. He began as a screenwriter for Pixar Animation Studios, working on “Monsters, Inc.” (2001), directed by Pete Docter, and “Monsters University” (2013), directed by Dan Scanlon. “Big Hero 6” (2014), directed by Don Hall and Chris Williams, is his most recent project, this time for Walt Disney Animation Studios.

Gerson resides in Los Angeles with his wife and children. His daughter is listed in the end credits for “Monsters, Inc.,” and his son is listed in the end credits for “Cars” (2006)—both under “Production Babies.”